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Waist Strap
(Optional) Safety Harness

Left Ankle Strap

*Final product delivered may vary from the picture shown.

Right Ankle Strap

1. Ankle strap safety clips
2.
3.

D-ring  waist strap connectors
Male clip (green) that connects
to optional harness

4. Waist strap clip that attaches to a
D-ring (2.) These items (2. and 4.)
ship assembled from the factory.

5. Adjustable position branded
webbing holder

Carrier Parts:

STEP 1: OPTIONAL Securing the harness for your toddler.

STEP 2: Putting on the waist strap

b. Tighten the clip adjusters for a comfortable but snug
and secure fit.

c. Ensure the female clip (green) reaches down to the 
toddler's knee's.

Scan the QR code for video 
instructions.

a. While the toddler is on the
ground, place the harness around
each of their arms with the
branded section facing
outwards at the upper back of
the child.

a. Ensure that the adjustable straps &
buckles are on the outside of waist
strap. Place the waist strap around your
waist and use the Velcro to secure it.

b. (FIRST TIME SETUP ONLY) Detach and
reattach the branded webbing holders as
close to the front of the belt as
possible.
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c. Buckle the main ezBaby Buckle. You will
hear a "click" when it is secure.

d. Adjust  the  length of  the  larger
webbing by using the strap adjusters and
also pulling on the larger webbing. Ensure
the buckle has a snug and secure fit.

e. You might have to remove the waist strap
and work the strap adjusters with two
hands if major adjustments are needed.

f. Grab the ankle straps to make sure they are not
tangled and to ensure they are free as shown
(figure f).

g. Check the length of the ankle straps,
ensuring that they would reach the toddler's
ankles if the toddler were on your shoulders. The
straps run under your armpits NOT over
(figure g).
You can adjust the length of the ankle straps by
pulling the smaller webbing on the front buckle
(figure h).

a. Carefully place your toddler on your
shoulders. Use your left forearm and wrist to
hold down the child’s left leg while holding the
child’s right ankle simultaneously.

b. Using your left hand to collect the ankle
strap, Velcro and clip the child's right ankle by
fastening the male ankle safety strap clip
(item 1) to the female ankle strap clip
(item 1).  The ankle strap and clips are secure
after you hear the fastener "click". Always
secure both of the child's legs. Make sure the
ankle straps are snug and secure to ensure
that they will not come off during use.

c. Use your right forearm and wrist to
hold the child’s right leg in place while securing in 
the left ankle strap. Use both the Velcro and
the clip to secure the ankle strap. You
will hear a "click" when the ankle strap
clips are secure.

d. Use the 1 inch webbing on the top
of the main buckle to adjust the tension on 
the child’s legs. Use one arm to ensure the child is
secure while using the other arm and hand to
adjust the tension on each side (figure d).
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e. Use both hands to check the tension on the ankles so that
child cannot fall back. Make adjustments to the smaller
webbing on the main ezBaby buckle to adjust the length and
tension as needed. While making adjustments, ensure that the
child is secure. Adjusting this webbing requires strength.e FAQ

Toddler seating positions

Step 4: Fastening the optional the harness

WARRANTY, CARE, AND CLEANING

a.Classic upright seated position (Reduced
webbing length)

b.Ergonomic forward leaning position (This
position may be more comfortable for you and
your toddler over long periods and requires longer
webbing adjustments)

a. For both left and right ankles, fasten the
male ankle strap clip (green item 3) to it's
corresponding harness female clip (green
item 10).  The straps are securely fastened
when you hear a "click".

b. Use the webbing and harness strap length adjusters (item 9, left and right) to
increase or decrease your toddler's ability to rock back and forth on your shoulders.
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When your toddler is not on your 
shoulders, you can comfortably place 
the ankle straps between your 
stomach and the waist strap. The 
ankle straps remain attached to the 
waist strap webbing.

Inspect all webbing and buckles before each use.
• Clean by hand with mild detergent and a damp
cloth.
• Allow to air dry.
• DO NOT use bleach or liquid detergent.
• DO NOT machine wash the ezBaby Toddler Carrier.
• Continuous sun exposure can cause fading.
• Store indoors in a cool dry place.
This product is warranted to be free of manufacturing defects. If you are
dissatisfied or have concerns about workmanship,  you may return the ezBaby
Toddler Carrier within 90 days of purchase.  Please contact us by email at
family@ezbaby.us .

*This harness limits the child's ability to lean or rock back from
the adult's head.

Step 3: Securing your toddler
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Ensure that you fully understand how this ezBaby product works 
before attempting to use it with your toddler.

1. What should I do if my child falls backwards while I'm using the
waist strap but not the optional harness?

a. Simply bend forward at the waist. This will allow the toddler
to easily get back to a seated position. You will then be able
to stand upright.

2. Can I use this carrier with a baby?
a. No! The ezBaby Toddler Carrier is for toddlers who have

upper body strength. It aids you as you carry your toddler on
your shoulders by freeing your hands for tasks other than
holding your child's ankles.

3. Does this product allow me to carry my child for hours?
a. The carrier does not make you any stronger than you already

are. The product just allows you to be hands-free while
carrying your toddlers on your shoulders. The more you use
it the stronger your neck and shoulder muscles will become,
although this is not always guaranteed.

6. Adjustable length safety webbing for
the waist strap
7. Adjustable length webbing for the ankle
strap
8. Main ezBaby waist strap buckle
9. Harness size adjustment clips
10. Length adjustment clips
11. Female clip (green) that
connects to the ankle strap
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IMPORTANT!
KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE.

Read all instructions carefully before assembling and using your carrier. 
Failure to follow each instruction could result in serious injury or death to you 

or your toddler.

Use
The ezBaby Toddler Carrier is designed to enable you to carry your toddler hands-free. Try 
using the device at home first and inspect the entire device before use to ensure there are no 
damaged parts or straps. Your toddler must be able to sit up on their own and exercise 
coordinated balance with adequate upper body strength to use this carrier. Only attempt 
actions while carrying your toddler with ezBaby that you would be comfortable doing if you 
were carrying your child without the device.

It is important to take special care when leaning or walking. Your balance may be adversely 
affected while using the carrier. Remember that your child's sudden or erratic motions may 
also compromise your balance while using the carrier.

This ezBaby product does not provide protection to your toddler from serious injury, 
concussion, or death due to impacts from falls or hitting low overhead obstacles. It does not 
enhance adult balance or coordination. As you carry your toddler you must take full 
responsibility to avoid accidents or slipping and falling. Also note that the ezBaby Toddler 
Carrier does not enhance adult coordination, balance, or strength.

WARNING! The following is a list of special instructions to adhere to while using this product:

• The ezBaby Carrier is intended for use by adults while walking or standing only.  Do NOT
run or jump while carrying your toddler with this carrier.

• Do NOT use if damage or deterioration is detected.
• Do NOT use this ezBaby product to carry toddlers exceeding 60 pounds in weight. Do not

carry excessive additional weight or bulk in bags, packs, or other accessories while 
carrying your toddler with the ezBaby carrier.

• NEVER use this ezBaby product to carry infants or babies under the age of 1 year.
• NEVER bend at the waist; bend at the knees.
• NEVER use the carrier when balance or mobility are impaired by dizziness, medications,

inebriation or other conditions.
• NEVER use while engaging in activities that expose you to fire, chemicals, or other

proximate environmental hazards.
• DO NOT use this carrier as a child restraint in a motor vehicle. This type of carrier will not

properly restrain your child in the event of a crash.
• NEVER lean against the toddler.
• NEVER place more than one child in this carrier.
• NEVER wear more than one carrier at a time.
• DO NOT use in showers, pools, or other water environments.

Important Reminders:
• ALWAYS use caution and avoid low clearances.
• Make sure that all fasteners are latched and that all fasteners, webbing, and webbing tails

are secure before each use.
• ALWAYS keep one hand on the toddler when fastening the carrier.
• ALWAYS check to ensure that all buckles, snaps, straps, and adjustments are secure

before each use.

Ankle strap storage when you are not carrying your toddler
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